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Thumbnail Image List

1) Hidden Restrictions, 2017, merino blend sock yarn, bronze, 6.5”x5”x .75”

2) Hidden Restrictions, 2017, merino blend sock yarn, bronze, 6.5”x5”x .75”

3) Behind the Veil, 2017, sterling silver, enameled copper, opal, steel wire, 2.5”x2.5”
4) Behind the Veil, 2017, sterling silver, enameled copper, opal, steel wire, 2.5”x2.5”

5) Phases of Revelation, 2017, plywood, plaster, modified hinges, aluminum, drawer handle, Styrofoam, 31”x27”x29”

6) Phases of Revelation, 2017, plywood, plaster, modified hinges, aluminum, drawer handle, Styrofoam, 31”x27”x29”
7) Phases of Revelation, 2017, plywood, plaster, modified hinges, aluminum, drawer handle, Styrofoam, 31”x27”x29”

8) Freedom of the Mind, 2016, crochet thread, wasp bodies, bronze, sterling, 13.5”x1.5”

9) Experiential Layering, 2018, yarn, screenprinting, size variable, single square approximately 8”x 8”
10) Self-Reflection, 2017, drypoint print, 9.5”x 11”

11) Growth in Uncertainty, 2017, etching, snakeskin, 17.5x 15”
12) Through Drastic Change..., 2017, relief cut print, 14.5”x 8.5”

13) ...We Become More Than We Were, 2017, color relief print, 8.5”x 6.5”
14) Through Drastic Change, We Become More Than We Were, 2017, 21” x 8.5”

15) Sacks, 2015, yarn, powdered fiber slime, McDonalds cups, size variable
16) Sacks, 2015, yarn, powdered fiber slime, McDonalds cups, size variable

17) Sacks, 2015, yarn, powdered fiber slime, McDonalds cups, size variable
18) Untitled, 2018, cheesecloth, yarn, steel plate, candles, paraffin wax, size variable

19) Untitled, 2018, cheesecloth, yarn, steel plate, candles, paraffin wax, size variable
20) Untitled, 2018, cheesecloth, yarn, steel plate, candles, paraffin wax, size variable